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Session 3: 

ADHD at Home



ADHD at Home



How might ADHD impact common 

functions of a family in society?

Family 
Functions

Emotional 
Development

Socialization Education Economic/
Financial

Health/
Medical/
Wellness



How do you think ADHD 
may impact families?

Share your ideas 
at: https://bit.ly/
3xqYMD2 
or click on the link 
in the chat!



https://padlet.com/kathleen_donovan/jromsatcew8s0ao1


Parenting is a tough (but rewarding) job. Parenting a child with 

issues makes it even more challenging. It can often feel...

• Relentless. Kids can’t “turn off” their issues, so you’re always “on.”

• Consuming. Staying on top of your child’s issues requires a lot of energy, attention 

and organization.

• Unpredictable! What you do to manage your child’s behavior one day may not work 

the next.

• Exhausting. Running to appointments and keeping up with a child who may be 

overactive can be draining, even if you and your partner are trading off some or all of 

your child’s care. It’s likely you’re both tired.



To further 
complicate 
matters....

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtgK5pJwnxc


Play to areas of weakness in 
women with ADHD

Common "mom" 
stereotypes

Limited resources 
for fathers with 

ADHD



Parents of kids 
with ADHD...

• May carry issues related to poor self-esteem and inadequacy 

from childhood - especially women, who may not have been 

diagnosed as children.

• May feel as though they are “failing” at some aspects of 

parenting (i.e. - time management, productivity, dealing with 

behavioral; maintaining schedules and routines)



Siblings



MAY FEEL OVERLOOKED 

As parents' attention is often directed 

toward sibling.

MAY BE EMBARRASSED
by their sibling's behavior or social skills.

MAY FEEL RESENTFUL

of the challenges and demands siblings 

present; may feel a sense of unfairness

MAY FEEL PRESSURE TO EXCEL
and worry about further stressing family.

SIBLINGS WHO DO NOT 
HAVE ADHD
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PREVALANCE OF SIBLINGS 
WITH ADHD

26 - 45.2%



Soooo.....   



Just as children grow and change as they develop, 

parents grow and change as they move from one 

stage of parenthood to the next.

Parenting 
Development

1. Image Making Stage
2. Nurturing Stage
3. Authority Stage
4. Interpretive Stage
5. Interdependent Stage
6. Departure Stage 



STRATEGIES



Parenting is a marathon, not a sprint... 
taking care of yourself is one of the best 
gifts you can give your child(ren). 

Step 1: 

  Self-Care



Step 1: 

  Self-Care

Sometimes effective parenting skills just 
don't work.



START YOUR DAY 
SLOWLY

Give yourself an extra 

10-15 minutes in the 

morning

TAKE A BREAK AFTER 
WORK

Try and build in some 

time for you before 

entering the ADHD Zone

EXPLAIN ADHD 
SYMPTOMS TO 

FAMILY/FRIENDS
Be forthright and honest 

about challenges.

TAKE TIME AWAY
Give yourself permission 

to rest/rejuvenate

OUTSOURCE
Consider help with 

errands & housekeeping 

- hire a sitter even when 

you're home

SEEK PROFESSIONAL 
HELP

Build in supports (i.e. 

counseling) as needed



Step 2: 

Relationship 
Care - Adults



GET IN AGREEMENT 
ABOUT PARENTING
Consistency is critical.

PLAY TO YOUR 
STRENGTHS
Decide which parent is best 

suited for various tasks.

SHOUT OUT YOUR 
SPOUSE/PARTNER
Publicly celebrate your 

partner

Tools for Strong Relationships

SPELL EACH OTHER
Watch for signals that your 
partner needs a break.

PRESENT A UNITED 
FRONT
Support one another. 

Check in before responding 

“”What did Daddy say?” 

USE DISAGREEMENTS AS 
TEACHABLE MOMENTS
Model respectful 

disagreements and 

compromise.

MAINTAIN A SENSE OF 
HUMOR
Humor, not sarcasm.



Step 3: 
Strengthen Parent/Child 
Relationships

• Convey a strength-based view of your child

• Set children up for success

• Foster strong communication skills

• Utilize solution-oriented strategies

• Teach skills



Adults can work together with children to sort out 

what is interfering, provide structures and supports 

designed for success, and focus on teaching skills. 

Kids do well if 
they can.

Skill vs. Will



Step 5: Use Proactive and 
Reactive Parenting Strategies



Set Children Up for Success: 
Provide Structure, Organization  and Routines

•Provides sense of control 

•Reduces frustration

•Limits reliance on on the spot 

processing

•Provides situational cues 

•Helps support transitions 



• Optimum Organization For Your Home 

• Designate Areas for Specific Items

• Reduce Clutter and Simplify

• Minimize Problem Areas (i.e. breakables/fragile items)

• Use a Family Calendar

• Set Up Rules and Routines

Set Children Up for Success: 
Create an ADHD-Friendly Home Environment



Set Children Up for Success: 
Provide Structure and Routines

Add a little bit of body text



The best approach to learning a complex task is to break it 

down into smaller steps and tackle these steps one at a time.



Let's hear from 
Stephen

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q98gMhHs-A8


Set Children Up for Success: 
Provide Structure and Routines

Tools to help provide structure and routine:

￭ Charts

￭ Visual cues

￭ Reminders

￭ Lists

￭ Rewards

￭ Timers

￭ Apps

Some Apps include:

• Happy Kids Timer

• Habitz

• Closet

• Brush DJ

• Cozi



Timers can be useful for the whole family to:

• Motivate to initiate a task

• Encourages completion of tasks in certain timeframe

• Alert about upcoming activity

• Reminder to take breaks

• May also be used when using time-outs/breaks

    Note: Be mindful of use of timers with children with anxiety

Set Children Up for Success: 
Provide Structure and Routines



Healthy Sleep Routines

Healthy Eating Habits

(Discussed in Session 2.)

REMBEMBER TO INCLUDE: 

Set Children Up for Success: 
Provide Structure and Routines



Set Children Up for Success: 
Communicate Directions/Commands Effectively

1. Get child's attention.

2. Ask your child to repeat the instruction.

3. Break instructions down. 

4. Be specific.  

5. Phrase direction as a statement, not a question.

6. You do not have to give a rationale for your commands. 

7. Tell children what you want them to do. 

8. Only give directions that you can follow through on.  

Adapted from "How to Give Effective Commands" 
Dr. Polly Dunn www.childpsychmom

Clearly communicating directions and commands decreases 

demands on working memory. 



Are there strategies 
or tools you've used 

successfully at 
home?

 Share a note in the chat!



Set Children Up for Success: 
Develop House Rules

It's important to create a clear set of 
household rules so your children know what's 
allowed and what type of behavior is off limits. 

Establishing clear rules is a simple way to 
reduce behavior problems and increase 
consistency with your discipline.
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 TYPES OF 
HOUSEHOLD 

RULES

Rules that promote 
SAFETY

Rules that promote 
MORALITY

Rules that develop
 HEALTHY HABITS

 Rules that promote 
SOCIAL SKILLS

Rules that PREPARE 
KIDS FOR THE REAL 

WORLD

5



How to form house rules:

⚬ Hold family meeting 

⚬ Select 3-5 non-negotiable 

rules

⚬ Use specific language

⚬ Post in central location

⚬ Explain

Set Children Up for Success: 
Develop House Rules



Questions?



Proactive and Reactive 
Parenting Strategies



When responding to 

challenging behavior, it is 

helpful to consider the four 

functions of behavior. 

Teaching Skills:  
Understanding the Functions of Challenging Behavior



When we respond  to child's behavior - - we support a 

relationship and strength-based approach that:

￭ Conveys our belief in the child

￭ Is mindful that "kids do well when they can"

￭ Keeps a disability perspective in mind; and 

￭ Is designed to teach skills

Teaching Skills:  
Reactive Strategies



● Reactive strategies are a necessary part of 

parenting.

● Reactive strategies include:
￭ Praise

￭ Corrective Feedback

￭ Positive Reinforcement

￭ Losing Privileges/Time Out

Teaching Skills:  
Reactive Strategies

The word discipline is derived from the Latin disciplina: 
    instruction given, teaching, learning, knowledge," 



● Praise is a method of providing positive reinforcement.

● Immediate praise is given to someone so that they will repeat 
similar behaviors in the future.

● Praise can "catch kids being good", and shape desired 
behavior.

● It's important to praise effort vs. outcomes to support 
development of a growth mindset. 

Teaching Skills:  
Reactive Strategies: Praise



Make praise specific

● Specific:  "Great work putting your dish in the sink as soon as you 
were done with it. That's a big help for our family tonight."

● Not Specific:  "Great job"

Praise: “Ben, I really appreciate it when you respect your curfew.  I don’t 
have to stay up all night worried about you.” 

NOT Praise: “Ben, you finally came home by your curfew.  See, you are 
capable of keeping track of time when you want to.”

Teaching Skills:  
Reactive Strategies: Praise



Challenging behavior provide opportunities for parents to support 

social-emotional learning, which includes: 

￭ Self-awareness

￭ Self-management

￭ Social awareness

￭ Relationship skills

￭ Responsible decision-making

Teaching Skills:  
Responding to Challenging Behavior



Feedback: 

￭ Identify the specific behavior you wish to address

￭ Be short, concise and to the point

￭ Keep emotion out of it

￭ Stay in the present

￭ Tell what you like or dislike about the behavior

￭ Include what you want to occur next time.

￭ Address the behavior as opposed to the child 

Teaching Skills:  
Reactive Strategies:  Addressing Challenging Behavior



•Consider the function of the behavior.

• Identify the skill you wish to teach.

•Develop a plan. 

•Be consistent, and look for even 

incremental improvements. 

Teaching Skills:  
Determining How to Respond to Challenging Behavior



.Discuss with your child--get their ideas!

⚬ Model Behaviors

⚬ Select type of chart and reinforcement

⚬ Keep it simple

⚬ Post in visible location

⚬ Track progress and update chart!

⚬ Follow through on rewards

Teaching Skills:  
Using Behavior Charts and Contracts

Positive reinforcements/rewards can improve the likelihood that desired behavior will 

increase. Postive reinforcements/rewards can provide extrinsic motivation for behaviors that 

may not be instrinsically motivating.Develop behavior plan based on specific desired change







• Praise/physical affection

• Reinforcements

⚬ Edible

⚬ Material

⚬ Activities

• Token Programs/Token Economies

Examples of 
Reinforcments

Teaching Skills:  
Using Behavior Charts and Contracts



Effective token programs use high-interest and novel tokens that 

maintain the child’s interest and motivation. Suggestions include:

￭ Stickers

￭ Dot-to-dot charts

￭ Magic Grid

￭ Commercial programs

￭ Tangible objects – poker chips, peg boards

Teaching Skills:  
Token Economies



The value of reactive interventions depends on the effective use of 

reinforcement. 

Guidelines are:

• Immediacy - apply right after the “good” behavior

• Frequency – use often to encourage repetition of “good” behavior

• Novelty – maintain interest in the reinforcement

• Enthusiasm – communicate the importance of the “good” behavior 

• Description – specify the connection between the action and the 

consequences

Teaching Skills:  
Reinforcement Principles



• Losing Privileges

• Free Response Cost

• Time Out

Consequences

Teaching Skills:  
Consequences



In a free response cost program, the tokens are freely provided at the onset of the 

program.

These programs have several advantages:

• It is very useful to reduce the rate of high frequency inappropriate behaviors. The loss 

of a token is less frustrating because the child is not losing something that was 

previously earned.

• The programs are easy to design and implement.

• The tokens provide a firm and visible behavioral boundary.

• The programs are adaptable to public settings.

Teaching Skills:  
Consequences: Free Response Cost



Teaching Skills:  
Consequences: Free Response Cost

Rules:  Connie will be monitored for swearing between 7:00 p.m. and 

9:00 p.m. each week night. 

Connie will lose one token each time she says a swear word as defined 

by her parents.  If Connie has at least one token remaining at 9:00 p.m., 

she may stay up until 9:30 to watch TV.



TIME OUT
Time out is the removal of a child from a reinforcing situation to placement 

in a situation that does not offer reinforcement. The purpose of time out is to 

teach the child that you, as the parent, are able to interrupt an inappropriate 

behavior until appropriate behavior is re-established.

Time Out Procedures:

￭ Select a designated place for time out. This should be a place that can be easily monitored but 

away from frequent family traffic.

￭ Determine the duration of the time out session.  The time should be no more, but can be less 

than, one minute per each year of the child’s age.

￭ Discuss the rules of time out with your child.



TIME OUT
CHADD offers the following guidance: 

1.   Do not speak to your child during time out.

2.  The child must remain in the time out location.  If using a chair, 

     make sure to model exactly what it means to be in the chair.

3.  Do not allow the child to play with any objects. The child’s hands and pockets 

     should be empty.

If the child violates the “time out” rules, follow these guidelines:
￭ For the first and second rule infractions, reset the timer to start the “timeout” session from the 

beginning

￭ If your child will not stay in “time out”, tell him that he has lost privileges for a designated amount of 

time (30 – 60 minutes) and that you will give him the opportunity to finish his “time out” ONLY after 

that time period has expired. - Do not let the child decide when he/she is ready to complete “time 

out”.

￭ Remember – You and not your child are in control of the “time out” session.



TIME OUT

CHADD offers the following guidance: 

• Do not overuse time out or it will lose its effectiveness.

• Use time out primarily with children of elementary school age.  With 

adolescents, replace time out with loss of privileges.

• Stay calm, even if your child is not, during time out.  If you become 

agitated, you will minimize the likelihood that your child will learn 

anything of value from the experience.



● Poor parenting does NOT cause ADHD, but positive parental supports 

can help children develop skills.

● Focus on your child's strengths & your relationship. Children respond 

best to when they feel valued, and feel as though parents are on their 

team.

● Involve your child in finding solutions to ADHD related challenges.

● Ensure siblings are supported as well.

● Calm and consistent parenting is POWERFUL.

● Celebrate and build on your child's success! 

 



Questions?



ADHD AT SCHOOL


